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CONVERSION OF RADIANS TO DEGREES II

TABLE–SELECTION GAME

Select one correct answer for each of the questions in the test and press the
Finish button at the end. The answers will be validated automatically.

Warning: The interactivity in this PDF file is enabled by
Javascript. For full funcitonality you have to use the Javascript
capable PDF browser. Currently only Adobe Reader is
available.



FINISHSCORE

Convert radians to degrees:

1. 3
4π 135◦125◦115◦145◦ 135◦125◦115◦145◦ 135◦125◦115◦145◦ 135◦125◦115◦145◦

2. 6
5π 216◦288◦234◦252◦ 216◦288◦234◦252◦ 216◦288◦234◦252◦ 216◦288◦234◦252◦

3. 11
8 π 247.5◦112.5◦67.5◦337.5◦ 247.5◦112.5◦67.5◦337.5◦ 247.5◦112.5◦67.5◦337.5◦ 247.5◦112.5◦67.5◦337.5◦

4. 2
3π 120◦150◦210◦140◦ 120◦150◦210◦140◦ 120◦150◦210◦140◦ 120◦150◦210◦140◦

5. 5
9π 100◦80◦160◦60◦ 100◦80◦160◦60◦ 100◦80◦160◦60◦ 100◦80◦160◦60◦

6. 11
10π 198◦100◦170◦190◦ 198◦100◦170◦190◦ 198◦100◦170◦190◦ 198◦100◦170◦190◦

7. 1
2π 90◦180◦270◦360◦ 90◦180◦270◦360◦ 90◦180◦270◦360◦ 90◦180◦270◦360◦

8. 15
8 π 337.5◦292.5◦315◦270◦ 337.5◦292.5◦315◦270◦ 337.5◦292.5◦315◦270◦ 337.5◦292.5◦315◦270◦



Super-duper!
That is what I call a fine job!

Great, now you can try solving one of the
Millennium Prize problems!

You are an Einstein!Amazing! Incredible!You are the champion!It almost couldn’t have been better. Almost.You’re almost rocking.Great! Only millimetres
away from perfect.

Good job, but you are no Einstein yet!That was close! Next time you will
shine like a star.

It’s not bad, but you can do better!Making mistakes is better than faking perfection.Wasn’t the worst, but next time eat a piece of
chocolate and it will definitely be better.

You understand this a bit,
but you still need to practice.

All great scientists made some mistakes in their
life. Just like you.

That didn’t end up very well.
You should study more.

You made a lot of mistakes.
You aren’t good at this yet.

Ehm, you aren’t Jesus walking on water.
Get back on the ground!

Pity, you might need to practice more.That was a close shave! Study more, next time
you might not be that lucky to pass.

Next time don’t multiply your knowledge by zero.Let’s pretend it never happened.Have you ever seen the way a chicken flies?
You solve math problems that way. . .

What a calamity!The stars weren’t aligned in your favour today.

Correct answers:




